
NAC Description Reason for Change Change Type Recommended By Committee Decision
501.310' Applications for Heritage Funds administrative cleanup Clarified NDOW

501.330'
Duties of the Secretary fo the 
Commission administrative cleanup Clarified NDOW

502.015 Definition of "batch reports" a term not found anywhere else in NAC 502 except this definition. Removal NDOW

502.211 Removal of PII on sellable lists

the Department protects a person's personal information dependent
upon if the customer gives the Department permission to share their
information with 3rd parties. Lists are also no longer "sold". Removal NDOW

502.0097 Definition of "apprentice hunter" Removal NDOW
502.083 Definition of "mentor hunter" Removal NDOW
502.264 Mentor hunter affidavit Removal NDOW
502.265 Mentor hunter affidavit validity Removal NDOW

502.266
Mentor hunter possession of
affidavit Removal NDOW

502.282 Drawing for permits
planned adding a gerneralized permit drawing section to the issuance of 
swan permits regulation, NAC 502.380 Removal NDOW

502.370' Mountain Lion tags
no logical reason for the collection of the lat/long information on lion 
harvests Removal Public

502.380' Special use and Swan Permits includes the general authority removed from NAC 502.282 Clarified NDOW

502.407 Turkey harvest questionnaire
Removes the hard deadline for a turkey tag holder to submit their harvest 
questionnaire. Clarified NDOW

502.4187 Turkey bonus points Clarifies the wild turkey bonus point category regualtions Clarified NDOW

502.4189 Junior turkey bonus points

Allows for a junior to roll their accumulated junior turkey bonus points 
into the adult wild turkey category once they become inelligible for 
participation in the junior hunt program Clarified NDOW

502.4188 Turkey bonus points Clarifies the wild turkey bonus point category regualtions Clarified NDOW

503.0935
Special permits for handling 
wildlife

Removes the need for an applicant to provide their DL number on their 
permit application Clarified NDOW

503.094
Special permits for collection of 
wildlife

Removes the need for an applicant to provide their DL number on their 
permit application Clarified NDOW

503.095
Special permits for collection of 
unprotected wildlife

Removes the need for an applicant to provide their DL number on their 
permit application Clarified NDOW

503.165 Trapping with suitcase style traps Revisit the definition of a suitcase style trap Clarified Public
503.172 Shed antler course Remove the closed season and shed antler course Removal Public

503.205 License to possess raptors
Removes the term "raptor rehabilitator" because they could be 
categorized as "wildlife rehabilitator" Clarified NDOW

503.212 Banding of raptors Updates which government agency supplies the bands for raptors Clarified NDOW

The Department would like to request of the Committee to remove 
the following five regulations from consideration and leave them intact as 
is. After further discussions and hearing the Committee’s deliberation 
from the previous meeting, it was determined that the apprentice and 
mentor hunter program needed a larger discussion of the Commission 
and public. A hearing of this program under the current Executive Order 
would not be the proper place to allow for timing and deliberation. 

List of Regulation Changes



503.214 Duties of the raptor owner Updates which government agency shall receive reports of rebanding Clarified NDOW

503.110' Possission of certain species
Removes the option for importation of prohibited species into NV for 
exhibitions Removal NDOW

503.1465 Archery disability permits Limits the validity of an archery disability permit to 1 year Clarified NDOW
503.200' Falconry definitions removes repetative language Clarified NDOW
503.230' Release of raptors Combines subsections into a single section Clarified NDOW
503.225 Acquisition of raptors Removes redundant language and updates terminology Clarified NDOW

503.227 Transfer of raptors
Removes the term "raptor rehabilitator" because they could be 
categorized as "wildlife rehabilitator" Clarified NDOW

503.330' Taking of raptors for falconry combines subsections 1 and 2 Clarified NDOW

503.350'
Permission for another person to
 take a raptor on your behalf

permission for a permit holder to allow another individual to take a 
raptor on behalf of the permit holder can be added to the raptor permit 
itself Removal NDOW

503.360' Transfer of raptors for falconry
Removes the term "raptor rehabilitator" because they could be 
categorized as "wildlife rehabilitator" Clarified NDOW

503.375 Housing of raptors Removes redundant language Clarified NDOW

503.390' Inspections of raptor housing
NAC 503.260 defines general inspections of a falconry license holder 
including the inspection of housing Removal NDOW

503.405 Care of a raptor Removes redundant language Removal NDOW
503.445 Use of raptors for education Removes redundant language Removal NDOW
503.455 Use of raptors for abatement Removes redundant language Clarified NDOW

503.593
Waters where chumming is 
prohibited

Crittenden Reservoir is considered private property that the Department 
does not have jurisdiction over Clarified NDOW

503.610' Permits for competitive field trials

The Department would like to request of the Committee to remove this 
regulation from consideration and leave it intact as is. After further discussions 
with Department staff, it was determined that the removal of this regulation 
would create additional confusion to the public relating to hunting released 
birds. Removal NDOW

504.320' Crittenden-Drake Reservoirs
considered private property that the Department does not have 
jurisdiction over Removal NDOW

504.486 Exhibit of wildlife 
removes the option for a person to not permit animals coming into the 
state if they have already permitted through NDA Removal NDOW

504.488 Possession of live animals
The Department proposes removing “progeny” from this regulation as it
 contradicts NAC 503.110 that prohibits the possession of certain species. Clarified NDOW

504.608 Examinations
Removes the limitation on the number of times a guide can take the guide 
exam Removal NDOW

Regulations marked as "Removal" can be found in the regulations proposed for removal support materials.
Regulations marked as "Clarified" can be found in the list of regulations to be clarified support materials divided by chapter number.
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